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Abstract— As an important computer vision task, image
matching requires efficient and discriminative local descriptors.
Most of the existing descriptors like SIFT and ORB are handcrafted; therefore it is necessary to study more optimized
descriptors through end-to-end learning. This paper proposes
the compact binary descriptors learned with a lightweight Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which is efficient for training
and testing. Specifically, we propose a CNN with no larger than
five layers for descriptor learning. The resulting descriptors,
i.e., Compact Discriminative binary descriptors (CDbin) are
optimized with four complementary loss functions, i.e., 1) triplet
loss to ensure the discriminative power; 2) quantization loss to
decrease the quantization error; 3) correlation loss to ensure
the feature compactness; and 4) even-distribution loss to enrich
the embedded information. The extensive experiments on two
image patch datasets and three image retrieval datasets show that
the CDbin exhibits competitive performance compared with the
existing descriptors. For example, the 64-bit CDbin substantially
outperforms the 256-bit ORB and 1024-bit SIFT on Hpatches
dataset. Although generated by a shallow CNN, CDbin also
outperforms several recent deep descriptors.
Index Terms— Image patch matching, binary descriptor, convolutional neural networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

MAGE local feature matching is important for many computer vision tasks [1] such as object recognition [2], [3],
image matching [4], 3D reconstruction [5] and image
retrieval [6], etc. Because the appearance of an image patch
is easily affected by many factors like variations of lighting,
resolution, as well as affine transformation, patch descriptors
are desired to be distinctive and robust. Also, as the number of
image patches need to be processed is rapidly growing in many
applications, descriptors should present high compactness,
low space complexity, and low computational complexity for
extraction and matching.
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Hand-crafted local descriptors have been popular for
decades. SIFT [2] is one of the most representative works
for local feature extraction. To improve the efficiency of local
feature extraction and matching, compact binary descriptors
like BRIEF [7], ORB [8], BRISK [9], FREAK [10] are
designed. With binary code to represent the image patches,
patch similarity can be measured with hamming distance and
efficient XOR bitwise operations. However, as shown in many
works [7]–[10], those binary descriptors are not as distinctive
as SIFT. In recent years, with the booming of Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs), features learned through end-toend training have exhibited substantial advantages over handcrafted features in various tasks like retrieval [11]–[13] and
classification [11]. Many researchers start to apply CNNs to
local descriptor learning [12]–[14]. Although those works have
achieved significant success, they focus on extracting realvalued descriptors. The deep CNNs contain millions of parameters and are expensive for training and testing, especially for
mobile devices. Also, real-valued descriptors are not efficient
for matching and storage. Those works will be reviewed in
Sec. II.
To leverage end-to-end CNN training to optimize local
descriptors, as well as to ensure high efficiency for feature learning and matching, we propose to extract compact
binary descriptors with a lightweight CNN. This is mainly
motivated by the high potential exhibited by hand-crafted
binary descriptors, e.g., 256-bit ORB [8] presents comparable
accuracy with 128-dim SIFT in image matching. We thus
aim to further optimize the discriminative power of binary
descriptors with more powerful models. Local descriptors are
generally extracted from small image patches, which do not
present complex semantics and object-level scales. A shallow
neural network hence could be discriminative to represent such
visual contents. Moreover, with a shallow network, we can
generate patch descriptors with low space and computational
complexities.
With a simple shallow CNN structure, the training loss
largely decides the characteristics of the learned descriptors.
An ideal binary descriptor should be compact and distinctive.
Accordingly, to ensure the distinctiveness, we employ triplet
loss to enhance the discriminative power for distance computation. To make the binary descriptors perform similarly as
real-valued descriptors, we further propose quantization loss
to decrease the quantization error between real-valued and
binarized descriptors. To improve the compactness, we propose correlation loss to ensure that different bits share small
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correlation with each other. Moreover, even-distribution loss is
proposed to ensure each bit preserve rich cues. The resulting
descriptor, i.e., Compact Discriminative binary descriptors
(CDbin), is hence optimized with four complementary losses
through CNN training. After training, image patches are fed
into the neural network for CDbin extraction.
Some existing works also apply CNNs to learn binary
descriptors. For example, Lin et al. [15] employ a 16-layer
CNN to extract Deepbit feature, which uses quantization loss
and even-distribution loss to fine-tune a pre-trained model,
then uses a data augmentation method to improve the distinctiveness of descriptors. Compared with Deepbit, CDbin
considers more loss functions, which are proven effective in
boosting the performance. Moreover, our network is shallower
than the one in Deepbit, thus is more efficient for training and
feature extraction. Similarly, the recent DBD-MQ [11] also
uses a 16-layer CNN for binary feature extraction.
We conduct extensive experiments on two widely used
image patch datasets Brown and HPatches, as well as three
image retrieval datasets Oxford5k [16], Paris6k [17], and
INRIA Holidays [18], respectively. Experimental results show
that a lightweight network is discriminative enough for local
descriptor learning. Our feature performs substantially better
than hand-crafted features with a more compact representation.
For example, 256-bit CDbin outperforms 256-bit ORB and
1028-bit SIFT by 29.88% and 19.74% respectively in image
matching mAP, on HPatches dataset. CDbin also outperforms
binary descriptors learned with deeper CNNs, e.g., Deepbit [15] and DBD-MQ [11] that are extracted with 16-layer
CNNs using unsupervised learning, as well as L2-NET [19]
and HardNet [20] extracted by 7-layer CNNs with supervised
learning. For example, CDbin outperforms 256-bit Deepbit by
37.00% in fpr95 on Brown dataset.
We conclude from our experiments that, CDbin achieves
better performance than state-of-the-art binary descriptors. The
contribution of this work thus could be summarized into two
aspects: 1) we design four complementary loss functions for
compact and discriminative binary descriptor learning, and
2) our work shows that, a shallow network could perform better than deeper networks in local feature learning. This work
may also benefit further research on local feature learning with
compact and compressed CNN structures.
II. R ELATED W ORK
This work learns binary descriptors through CNN. It is
related with hand-crafted descriptors, shallow learning based
descriptors, and CNN based descriptors. The following parts
review those three categories of works, respectively.
A. Hand-Crafted Descriptors
SIFT [2] and SURF [3] are widely used hand-crafted
descriptors. SIFT applies local gradient histograms to generate
descriptors. SURF speeds up the computation by taking advantage of integral images. Both of them generate descriptors
yielding good matching performances. However, with the size
of 128 or 64 dimensions of continuous real values, SIFT and
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SURF have relatively high space and computational complexities for feature matching. Hand-crafted binary descriptors are
then proposed to address those problems, such as BRIEF [7],
ORB [8], BRISK [9], and FREAK [10]. These descriptors
generally sample a set of pairwise intensity comparisons to
generate binary codes. While these binary descriptors are
efficient and compact, their robustness is not as good as SIFT
and SURF. For example, they are sensitive to variations such
as affine transformations and rotations.
B. Shallow Learning Based Descriptors
Several supervised descriptors have been proposed to gain
better robustness against image transformations [21]–[24].
D-BRIEF [21] generates descriptors by learning a projection
to a discriminative subspace. BOLD [22] applies online learning methods to select binary intensity tests to ensure low intraclass distance and high inter-class distance. BinBoost [23] uses
a set of non-linear weak learners to learn a hash function for
distinctive binary descriptor generation. LDAHash [24] applies
linear discriminant analysis to perform discriminative projections to generate binary descriptors. Some other works learn
robust descriptors through unsupervised learning [25]–[28].
Simple binary intensity tests may be hard to capture the
valuable cues of a patch. Lu et al. [25] propose a method
named CBFD to learn binary codes with objectives of high
variance between binary codes, low quantization error and
even-distribution at each bit. They also propose SLBFLE [26]
to perform a one-stage procedure to jointly learn binary codes
for local face patches and codebook for feature encoding.
Duan et al. [27] present a context-aware local binary feature learning method for face recognition named CA-LBFL.
RI-LBD [28] is proposed to learn a rotation-invariant local
binary descriptor in an unsupervised manner.
C. CNNs Based Descriptors
Since the introduction of AlexNet [29], CNN features have
shown substantial advantages over hand-crafted features on
image classification tasks [29], [30]. There are evidences
that features learned through end-to-end CNN training contain discriminative visual and semantic cues in images [29],
[30]. Some researchers apply CNN for descriptor learning.
Dosovitskiy et al. [14] apply data augmentation to generate
a large amount of image patches. Each patch is considered
as one class, and each class contains patches generated by
adding random variations and noises. The generated dataset
is hence used to train a CNN with classification loss. The
network output before the classification layer is considered as
the descriptor.
Recently, Siamese loss and Triplet loss are popular
in CNN based descriptor learning. DeepDesc [13]
trains a network using Siamese loss with an
aggressive mining strategy to choose image patch
pairs. Zagoruyko and Komodakis et al. [12] improve the
performance of descriptors by adding a parallel network using
the center of the patch as input. Then it applies the Siamese
network to compute the similarity of image patch pairs. Tian
and Wu et al. [19] propose a CNN model named L2-NET
with 7 convolution layers, and apply a sampling technique and
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matrix multiplications to compare patch pairs. It also applies
several regularization terms on the intermediate feature maps
to improve performance. Mishchuk et al. [20] propose an
effective mining strategy focusing on the hard triplets which
mimics the feature matching procedure in a batch fashion.
He et al. propose DOAP [31] to train the network with a
new loss to directly optimize the ranking-based retrieval
performance. Wei et al. [32] improve the performance by
including spatial information in the descriptor through
subspace pooling, and get the state-of-the-art performance.
Most of these methods generate real-valued descriptors except
L2-NET [19].
Some works have been proposed to learn binary descriptor
from a CNN model. L2-NET [19] produces binary descriptors
by dividing the real-valued CNN descriptors into 1 or 0 with
the mean value. Liu et al. [33] propose DSH that uses a
distance loss and the Siamese loss to supervise the descriptor
learning. GraphBit [34] learns deep binary descriptors in a
directed acyclic graph. GraphBit further uses reinforcement
learning to reduce the uncertainty of binary codes by maximizing the mutual information between real-valued inputs
and related bits. Deepbit [15] learns binary descriptor by
enforcing the generated feature values close to +1 or −1.
Deepbit also adds a loss to limit the average value of the
descriptors close to 0. Duan et al. [11] propose the DBDMQ to learn fine-grained multi-quantization binary codes to
reduce the quantization error. Note that, GraphBit, Deepbit
and DBD-MQ use a pre-trained VGG16 [30] as the base
network. Our work also generates binary descriptors with
CNN. It thus shares certain similarity with GraphBit [34],
DBD-MQ [11] and Deepbit [15]. Our work differs with those
works in that, it uses a more compact and shallow CNN
for more efficient training and feature extraction. We also
design more complementary loss functions to get compact and
discriminative binary descriptors.
As local descriptor extraction commonly serves as a basic
step in many applications, it should be in low time and
space complexity. Most of existing deep descriptors mentioned
above use deep CNNs as backbone network, hence consume
considerable memory and computational costs. Considering
local descriptors are generally extracted from local patches
conveying simple semantic and visual cues, we propose to
design lightweight CNNs for local descriptor learning. Four
loss functions are carefully designed to learn discriminative
and compact descriptors from lightweight CNNs. Compared
with recent descriptors learned with deeper CNNs, CDbin
achieves competitive performance with substantially better
memory and computation efficiency. To our best knowledge,
this is an early attempt studying shallow network for local feature learning. Those differences with previous works highlight
our contributions.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHODS
This work is motivated to build a CNN to learn discriminative and compact binary codes from local image patches.
We formulate this task as, i.e.,
B = C N Nθ (P),

(1)

where P denotes an image patch and B ⊆ {+1, −1}k denotes
a k-bit binary code. As shown in Fig. 1, the parameter k is
set as the desired code length. θ are the CNN parameters to
be learned. One way to generate binary descriptors is simply
dividing the real-valued CNN features into binary codes, i.e.,
1 and 0 according to a fixed weight. However, this simple
operation leads to high quantization error.
To chase a more reasonable binary code generation procedure, we apply a relatively shallow CNN network shown
in Fig. 1 instead of the deep ones commonly used in previous works [11], [15]. Experiments shown by Dosovitskiy
et al. [14] indicate that deeper networks present larger receptive fields and are more effective in identifying object-level
semantics, while shallow networks can better extract cues
depicting the low-level visual details and textures. Our task,
i.e., image patch matching deals with small image patches and
are mostly based on the low-level visual cues, which can be
depicted by a shallow network. Another important advantage
of shallow network is the smaller number of parameters to be
learned, which meets our goal of high efficiency for training
and feature extraction. Comparisons between shallow and deep
networks in descriptor learning will be presented in Sec. IV-C.
Fig. 1 shows the 5-layer convolution network for CDbin
generation. As shown in Fig. 1, the network input is resized
to 64 × 64 × 1 and the output is a k-dimension descriptor. The
final binary CDbin is computed by applying a sign function on
the real-valued features produced by a fully connected layer,
i.e.,

−1 if f (i) ≤ 0,
B(i ) = Sign( f (i )) =
(2)
1M if f (i) > 0,
where, B(i ) is the i -th bit in the CDbin, and f (i ) is the value
of the i -th dimension of the feature vector to be binarized.
An optimized binary code should present high discriminative power and compactness. We thus design corresponding
loss functions to train our CNN. To evaluate the discriminative
power, the code similarity between image patches should be
preserved. Considering P1 , P2 and B1 , B2 as patches and their
corresponding descriptors, respectively, distance between B1
and B2 should be close when P1 and P2 share the same label
and vice versa. To preserve the descriptive power in realvalued features, binary features should have small quantization
error. To ensure feature compactness, each bit of the binary
code should be informative. Moreover, the correlation between
different bits should be small. Those four criteria correspond
to four different loss functions. We hence propose an overall
loss function for network training, i.e.,
L C Dbin = L T + αL Q + β L C + γ L E .

(3)

In Eq. (3), L T denotes the triplet loss, which is used to ensure
the discriminative power in distance computation. L Q is the
quantization loss, and L C is the correlation loss. L E is the
even-distribution loss, which measures the informativeness of
learned binary bits. α, β, and γ are weights of different loss
functions.
Because the sign function in Eq. (2) is not derivable,
the binary descriptors can not be directly optimized through
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An overview of our 5-layer convolution network architecture for CDbin generation.

back propagation. We hence use real-valued descriptors for
loss computation and back-propagation. After the training
stage, the sign function in Eq. (2) is used to generate binary
codes from real-valued descriptors. To mitigate the negative
effects of feature binarization, we post quantization loss
L Q during training. Therefore, the quantization procedure is
expected to preserve the discriminative powers in real-valued
descriptors.
During the training stage, consider a batch of network
outputs as:
O = [ f 1 , f2 , . . . , f N ]T , O ∈ R N×k ,

(4)

where N is the number of the input patches, i.e., the batch size.
f i denotes the output generated from the i -th patch. f i ( j ) is
the j -th dimension of f i . In our implementation, we train the
network with batch size of N = 1024. The following parts
give detailed computations of the four loss functions.

To ensure the generated descriptors discriminative for distance computation, we use the traditional triplet loss to
supervise the network training. Given a triplet of labeled
image patches, Pa , Pp and Pn , which represent the anchor,
positive and negative examples, respectively. The anchor and
the positive examples share the same label while the negative
example does not. The triplet loss function is defined as
L T ( f a , f p , f n ) = max(0, 1 + D( fa , f p ) − D( fa , f n )), (5)
where, D(·) computes the L 2 distance between two descriptors.
To improve the performance of learned descriptors, we also
apply a triplet mining strategy to select the triplets as in [20].
We first select N/2 positive pairs of patches, denoted as
(i)
(i)
(i)
(Pa , Pp ), i = 1 . . . N/2, where the two patches Pa and
(i)
Pp share the same label. From N/2 positive pairs, we then
select the negative samples. For each (Pa(i) , Pp(i) ), we select
two nearest negative patches from the other N/2 − 1 pairs.
(i)
(i)
For Pa and Pp , we find their nearest negative patches, i.e.,
∗
∗
(j )
and Pp(k ) with,
Pa

∗

k = arg

( j)

min

D(Pa(i) , Pp ),

min

D(Pp(i) ,

j =1...N/2, j  =i
k=1...N/2,k =i

Pa(k) ).

∗

B. Quantization Loss
Each dimension in descriptor f is binarized into
−1 or 1 with a sign function. This hard quantization would
result in large quantization error, if there exist significant differences between continuous real values and binarized values.
To address this problem, we apply quantization loss to train the
descriptors so that the values in f are either close to +1 or −1.
Quantization loss can be defined as:
L Q (O) =

A. Triplet Loss

j ∗ = arg

( j ∗)

If D(Pa(i) , Pp ) < D(Pp(i) , Pa(k ) ), the triplet is composed
( j ∗)
( j ∗)
(i)
(i)
as (Pa , Pp , Pp ) where Pp is taken as the negative sam(i)
(i)
(k ∗ )
ple. Otherwise, the triplet is composed as (Pp , Pa , Pp )
∗
(k )
where Pp is taken as the negative sample. The above mining
strategy tends to select hard negative samples for training. As
shown by experiments in [20], this strategy accelerates the
training convergence and gets a better performance.

k
N 

1
i=1 j =1

2

(( f i ( j )) − Bi ( j ))2 ,

(7)

where Bi ( j ) denotes the binarized value of f i ( j ). Quantization
loss is similar to the ones proposed in [33] and [15], which
also aim to learn real-valued descriptors with values close to
binary descriptors.
C. Correlation Loss
Without proper constraint, two different bits in binary
descriptor may be closely correlated with each other, e.g.,
exhibit the identical values. This would be harmful to the
descriptor compactness. To avoid this, we compute correlation
loss to penalize highly correlated bits. However, because of the
sign function, it is difficult to compute correlation loss with
binary descriptors for network training. Instead, we compute
the correlation with real-valued features f . Optimized with
quantization loss, the values in f would be close to −1 and
1, making the correlation of f a reasonable approximation to
the one computed on B.
We apply Pearson Correlation Coefficient to calculate the
correlation between different dimensions in f . Within a training batch output O, correlation loss can be defined as:

(Ô(i )T Ô( j ))2
1
,
2k(k − 1)
(Ô(i )T Ô(i ))(Ô( j )T Ô( j ))
k

(6)

L C (O) =

i = j
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where

IV. E XPERIMENTS
Ô(i ) = O(i ) − O(i ),

(9)

where O(i ) ∈ R N denotes the i -th column vector and O(i )
denotes the mean value of the i -th column vector.
D. Even-Distribution Loss
One simple way to measure the quality of each binary bit
is to check the distribution of its values, e.g., the numbers
of +1 and −1 should be close on a large dataset. We hence
utilize the even-distribution constraint to guide the learning
of descriptors. During training, we optimize the real-valued
descriptor f . We hence simplify the even-distribution constraint and require the mean value of each dimension in f
close to 0 on each training batch. Even-distribution loss can
hence be computed as:
⎛ N
⎞2

f
(
j
)
i
k
⎟
1 ⎜
⎜ i=1
⎟
(10)
L E (O) =
⎜
⎟.
⎝
⎠
2k
N
j =1

E. Gradient Computation
The gradient of our proposed loss functions can be computed efficiently, allowing for the end-to-end training of
CDbin. When 1 + D( fa , f p ) − D( fa , f n ) < 0, the derivative
of triplet loss is 0. Otherwise the derivative of triplet loss can
be computed as,
∂ LT
= 2( f a − f p ) − 2( f a − f n ) = 2( fn − f p ). (11)
∂ fa
∂ LT
= 2( f a − f p ) · −1 = 2( f p − fa ).
(12)
∂ fp
∂ LT
= 2( f n − f a ) · −1 = 2( f a − f n ).
(13)
∂ fn
The derivative of quantization loss can be computed as,
∂LQ
= f i − Bi .
∂ fi

B. Implementation Details

(15)

The experiments are carried out on a server with Intel i76700 GPU, 32GB RAM and NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU. We use
Pytorch to implement our deep models. We follow the training
procedure in [20] to train our networks from scratch by
applying Stochastic Gradient Descent method. No additional
training set is applied for pre-training.1 All the networks are
trained with 20 epochs, with the learning rate linearly decayed
from 10 to 0.

where Vi j = Ô(i )T · Ô( j ).
The derivative of even-distribution loss can be computed
as,
N
∂LE
1 
=
·
f i ( j ).
∂ fi ( j )
k N2

We conduct experiments and comparisons on two widely
used image patch datasets, i.e., HPatches [35] and Brown [36].
HPatches dataset consists of image patches extracted from
116 images using different interest point detectors. About
1 million patches are extracted with ground truth annotations. The patches are scaled and orientation normalized after
extraction. Also, the patches are gray-scale images resized to
65 × 65. Testing images are split into three subsets: easy,
hard, and tough, respectively. In the following experiments,
except for the one comparing with DOAP [31], we use the
default setting and test the performance in the full split of
the HPatches dataset. Brown dataset consists of three subsets:
Liberty, Notredame, and Yosemite, respectively. Each subset
includes 200,000 to 400,000 training images and 100,000 test
pairs. Images are also scaled and orientation normalized grayscale images with size of 64 × 64.
We use the same evaluation metric as in previous works.
We report the false positive rate at 95% true positive rate,
i.e., fpr95 on Brown dataset. On Hpatches dataset, we follow
previous work [35] and evaluate the performance of CDbin in
image matching, patch retrieval, and patch verification tasks,
using Brown dataset as training set. The image matching is
conducted by comparing sets of extracted image patches to
find the matched patches among different images as shown
in Fig. 8. The patch retrieval task is to find the top 5 most
similar patches for each query among 20k patches, as shown
in Fig. 6. The patch verification is to compare a set of patch
pairs to decide whether they are matched or mismatched,
as shown in Fig. 7.
We also conduct experiments on three widely-used image
retrieval datasets, i.e., Oxford5k [16], Paris6k [17], and INRIA
Holidays [18]. Both Oxford5k and Paris6k contain a set of
images depicting 11 landmarks. They consist of 5062 and
6300 images respectively. INRIA Holidays [18] dataset contains 1491 images, including 500 queries. The performance is
reported as mean Average Precision (mAP).

(14)

The derivative of correlation loss can be computed as,
Vi j · Ô( j ) · Vii · V j j −V j j · Ô(i ) · Vi2j ∂ Ô(i )
∂ LC
=
·
∂O(i )
k · (Vii · V j j )2
∂O(i )

A. Datasets

(16)

i=1

During the training stage, we train the network using
four loss functions together, with different weights assigned
to them. The choice of weights will be discussed in
section IV-D.

C. Study on Network Architecture
We first conduct experiments to test the performance of
different network architectures in descriptor learning. The
performance of binary descriptors generated by networks with
different depth is shown in Fig. 2. Note that, those networks
1 Our codes can be found from http://www.pkuvmc.com/
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Fig. 2. mAP of CDbin descriptors generated by different networks in retrieval tasks defined by HPatches. Network architecture CDbin(x-k) represents a k-bit
CDbin descriptor extracted by a x-layer convolutional network. The network forward time, i.e., average time for a descriptor extraction is also compared.

are trained on the Liberty subset in Brown dataset with triplet
loss.
The compared descriptors and their corresponding network
structures are:
• CDbin(3-k):64C7S2-128C5S2-poolingC3S2-kC8S1,
• CDbin(4-k):32C7S2-64C5S2-128C5S2-kC8S1,
• CDbin(5-k):32C7S2-64C5S2-128C5S2-128C5S1-kC8S1,
• CDbin(6-k):32C7S2-64C5S2-64C5S2-128C5S1128C3S1-kC8S1,
where CDbin(x-k) stands for the k-bit CDbin extracted with a
x-layer convolutional network. For each network structure, k
can be flexibly set by changing the number of output neurons.
As for the network structure, xCySz represents a convolutional
layer with filter size y × y × x and z × z strides. poolingCySz
represents a pooling layer with filter size y × y and z × z
strides. Fig. 2 shows the performance comparison among those
networks.
It is clear that, with the same setting of output number,
deeper network helps to improve the descriptor performance.
However, too deep network does not bring significant performance gains. For example, networks with five and six layers
get comparable performance 51.47% vs. 52.07%, respectively.
Moreover, deeper network requires longer forward time, which
corresponds to longer descriptor extraction time. It is also clear
that, proper setting of output number brings more significant
performance gains. However, more output neurons cost longer
forward time because a larger number of parameters are
involved in the last layer. The 256-bit descriptors generated
by network with 4 and 5 layers achieve a reasonable tradeoff
between efficiency and accuracy.
D. Validity of Loss Functions
We train the network with four loss functions. The setting
of loss weights, i.e., α, β, and γ , would be important for
the final performance of CDbin. We thus conduct experiments
to analyze the impact of each loss weight. To accelerate
this procedure, we test the impact of each loss weight by
setting the others to zero. Because the triplet loss is the
only loss computed on labeled data, we keep its weight as
1 in each experiment. The impacts of different loss weights
to a 256-bit CDbin are summarized in Fig. 3. As shown

TABLE I
M AP OF

CD BIN L EARNED BY A 4-L AYER N ETWORK W ITH D IFFERENT
C OMBINATIONS OF L OSS F UNCTIONS ON HPatches. A LL
THE N ETWORKS A RE T RAINED W ITH THE Liberty
D ATASET F ROM S CRATCH

M AP OF

CD BIN L EARNED BY A 5-L AYER N ETWORK W ITH D IFFERENT
C OMBINATIONS OF L OSS F UNCTIONS ON HPatches. A LL
THE N ETWORKS A RE T RAINED W ITH THE Liberty
D ATASET F ROM S CRATCH

TABLE II

in the figure, setting loss weights reasonably larger than 0
constantly improves the performance. This implies the validity
of each loss function. According to the experimental results,
we fix α, β, γ as 1, 0.1, and 0.1, respectively in the following
experiments.
To further test the proposed loss functions, another experiment is conducted to compare the real-valued and binary
CDbins trained with different combinations of loss functions.
Three different networks structures, i.e., our networks with
4 and 5 layers and the HardNet [20] are trained for CDbin
learning, respectively. We summarize the experimental results
in Table I, Table II, and Table III, respectively.
The experimental results show that, adding either loss
function constantly outperforms the baseline on the three
networks. Correlation loss and even-distribution loss improve
the performance of both the real-valued and binary descriptors.
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mAP of 256-bit CDbin on the retrieval task of HPatches dataset by setting different loss weights.

Fig. 4. Loss values and feature performance with and without each loss function for training. Our 5-layer network trained with the triplet loss is used as
a baseline. All models are trained on Liberty and tested on Notredame. (a) Trained w/ and w/o quantization loss(L Q ). (b) Trained w/ and w/o correlation
loss(L C ). (c) Trained w/ and w/o even-distribution loss(L E ).
TABLE III
M AP OF D ESCRIPTORS L EARNED BY H ARD N ET [20] W ITH D IFFER ENT C OMBINATIONS OF L OSS F UNCTIONS ON HPatches. H ARD N ET
H AS 128 O UTPUT N EURONS . T HEREFORE , 128- DIM AND 128bit D ESCRIPTORS A RE T ESTED . A LL THE N ETWORKS A RE
T RAINED W ITH THE Liberty D ATASET F ROM S CRATCH

Quantization loss also boosts the performance of the binary
descriptors. Compared with our network, HardNet extracts
more discriminative real-valued descriptors with a 7-layer network structure. Our loss functions also boost the performance
of descriptors learned with HardNet, implying that they also
work with a higher baseline. More extensive comparisons with
existing descriptors will be presented in the next part. The
three tables show that, combining the four loss functions gets
the best performance in image matching, patch retrieval, and
patch verification tasks.
To show the effect of each loss function, we further test the
loss values and feature performance with and without each loss
function for training. We first train our 5-layer network (output
number 256) with only the triplet loss as a baseline, then
update this baseline with an additional loss, i.e., quantization
loss, correlation loss, and even-distribution loss, respectively.
By testing the network after every 4 training epochs, we finally
draw several curves showing the variance of loss values and
feature performance w.r.t. training epochs on the test set.

The networks are trained with Liberty dataset and are tested on
Notredame. The experimental results are summarized in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 shows that, the proposed loss functions are valid in
decreasing the corresponding loss values on the test set. For
example, the quantization loss is substantially smaller on the
test set, if we use extra quantization loss for network training.
Similar phenomena can be observed on Fig. 4 (b) and Fig. 4
(c), respectively. It is also clear that, as we train the network
with more epochs, the performance of descriptors learned by
the baseline network is boosted. Training with any extra loss
function further boosts the baseline performance. For instance,
the FPR95 is lower, as we post extra correlation loss in Fig. 4
(b). We hence could conclude that, our proposed loss functions
are helpful in decreasing the loss values and improving feature
performance on the test set.
E. The Effect of Training Batch Size
Our loss functions are computed within each training
batch. The batch size hence affects the training efficiency.
As shown in the Fig. 5, the batch size affects the performance
of CDbin. For example, larger training batch corresponds to
better descriptors. This could be because larger training batch
provides more samples, resulting in better triplets and more
reliable statistics on quantization error, feature distribution
and correlation, respectively. However, batch size larger than
1024 no longer brings substantial performance improvements.
Therefore, we set the batch size as 1024 in our experiments.
F. Comparison With Related Works
1) Comparison on HPatches: We first compare our CDbin
with recent works on HPatches. Our model is trained with
the Liberty subset in the Brown dataset. Three tasks defined
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TABLE V
C OMPARISON W ITH DOAP [31] D ESCRIPTORS ON S PLIT ‘A’ IN HPatches.
CD BIN T RAINED U SING THE N ETWORK OF H ARD N ET I S M ARKED
AS CD BIN (H ARD N ET ).SP D ENOTES S UPERVISED M ETHODS , USP
D ENOTES U NSUPERVISED M ETHODS AND HC D ENOTES
H AND -C RAFTED METHODS

Fig. 5. mAP of CDbin(4-256) learned with different settings of training
batch size on retrieval tasks defined by Hpatches. The solid and dashed lines
represent real-valued and binary descriptors, respectively.
TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF M AP W ITH O THER D ESCRIPTORS ON T HREE TASKS
D EFINED BY HPatches. †D ENOTES U SING D EEPER CNN S T HAN O URS .
SUP D ENOTES S UPERVISED M ETHODS , USP D ENOTES
U NSUPERVISED M ETHODS AND HC D ENOTES
H AND -C RAFTED M ETHODS

by HPatches are evaluated with the same settings as in [35].
We train our real-valued descriptors using the combination
of correlation loss, even-distribution loss, and triplet loss. As
for the binary descriptors, we use all of the four losses. We
compare with both real-valued descriptors including Exemplar [14], DeepDesc [13], DeepCompare (DC S2S and DC
2C2S) [12], L2-NET [19], HardNet [20], KSP [32], ScaleAware Triplet (SATriplet) [37] and binary descriptors including BRIEF [7], ORB [8], BinBoost [23], Binary L2-NET [19],
Binary HardNet [20], etc. The comparisons are summarized
in Table IV.
We first compare real-valued CDbin descriptors with the
HardNet [20]. CDbin(5-128) and CDbin(4-256) get comparable performance with HardNet [20]. Extracted with a 5 layer
network, CDbin(5-256) outperforms HardNet [20]. Note that,
CDbin(5-256) takes less feature extraction time and memory

cost than HardNet [20] as discussed later in Table IX. Among
the compared real-valued descriptors, KSP [32] achieves the
best performance using a high-dimensional 2048-dim feature representation. Also, KSP [32] applies bilinear convolution [38] and Singular-Value Decomposition (SVD) to produce
the descriptor, making it more expensive to compute.
We then compare with binary descriptors. It can be observed
that, 256-bit CDbin(5-256) outperforms all the other binary
descriptors and achieves a comparable performance with most
of real-valued descriptors in the three tasks. For example, 256bit CDbin(5-256) substantially outperforms 1024-bit SIFT,
e.g., 45.21% vs. 25.47% in mAP for image matching. We can
also observe that, the CDbin(4-256) also outperforms all of the
recent binary descriptors including binary L2-Net and binary
HardNet, which are extracted with deeper networks.
Our network allows to flexibly set the size of CDbin with
parameter k. We hence test CDbin with different output sizes,
i.e., 64-bit, 128-bit and 256-bit, respectively. As shown in
the table IV, 128-bit CDbin(4-128) outperforms SIFT. 64bit CDbin(4-64) and CDbin(5-64) show a substantial performance drop compared to their 128-bit versions, but they still
outperform 256-bit hand-crafted binary descriptors, including
ORB [8], BRIEF [7], and BinBoost [23]. 128-bit CDbin(5128) gets comparable performance with the recent HardNet [20] in three tasks. We present some example results of
patch retrieval in Fig. 6, patch verification in Fig. 7, and image
matching in Fig. 8, respectively.
To compare with the recent real-valued descriptor
DOAP [31], we follow its experimental setting, i.e., test the
descriptors on the split ‘a’ of HPatches as defined in [35].
The distractor number in the retrieval task is set as 2000.
The results are illustrated in Table V. Because DOAP uses
a similar structure of HardNet, we also test CDbins extracted
with HardNet. It can be observed that, CDbin extracted with
HardNet substantially outperforms the original descriptors
extracted by HardNet. CDbin also outperforms DOAP [31]
in image matching and verification tasks. DOAP [31] gets a
better patch retrieval performance. This is because the DOAP
is trained to optimize the retrieval mAP directly, making it
more suited for the retrieval task.
2) Comparison on Brown: On Brown dataset, we also train
the real-valued descriptors with three losses and the binary
descriptors with four losses. We compare CDbin with several
recent descriptors, including real-valued descriptors generated
based on deep models, e.g., DeepDesc [13], DeepCompare
(DC2C2S) [12], L2-NET [19], HardNet [20], KSP [32], ScaleAware Triplet [37]. We also compare with hand-crafted binary
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Fig. 6. Examples of patch retrieval results on HPatches dataset. The results of SIFT, ORB, and CDbin(5-256) are compared. In each example, the top 5 most
similar patches to the query are presented, where the true positive and false positive are annotated with green and red dots, respectively.

Fig. 7. Examples of patch verification results on HPatches dataset. Each example shows the top 4 false matched pairs and their positions in ranking list.
Larger ranking positions means the descriptor is more discriminative in identifying false matches.

Fig. 8.

Sample image matching results on HPatches dataset. CDbin(5-256) and SIFT use MSER as keypoint detector. ORB use Harris detector.

descriptors, e.g., BRISK [9], ORB [8], the ones generated
by unsupervised methods, Deepbit [15], DSD-MQ [11] and
Graphbit [34], and the ones generated by supervised methods,
e.g., Boosted SSC [39], LDAHash [24], D-BRIEF [21], BinBoost [23], RFD [40], and Binary L2-NET [19], respectively.
We summarize the comparison of fpr95 in Table VI, where
we observe that CDbin(4-256) already achieves competi-

tive performance. It outperforms most compared descriptors
including DeepDesc [13], DC2C2S [12], L2-NET [19] with a
shallow 4-layer network. Trained with 5-layer networks, both
CDbin(5-128) and CDbin(5-256) achieve better performance
than CDbin(4-256). Real-valued CDbin(5-256) shows promising performance in comparison with recent works. For example, it constantly outperforms DeepDesc [13], DC2C2S [12],
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TABLE VI
C OMPARISON OF FPR 95 W ITH O THER D ESCRIPTORS ON Brown D ATASET. I N E ACH C OLUMN , D ATASET N AME W ITH U NDERLINE D ENOTES THE
T RAINING S ET, THE O THER O NE D ENOTES THE T ESTING S ET. A LL THE C OMBINATIONS OF T RAIN AND T EST OF Liberty(LIB), Notredame(ND),
Yosemite(YOS) ARE S HOWN . †D ENOTES U SING D EEPER CNN S T HAN O URS . SP D ENOTES S UPERVISED M ETHODS , USP D ENOTES
U NSUPERVISED M ETHODS AND HC D ENOTES H AND -C RAFTED M ETHODS

L2-NET [19], and HardNet [20] on all test sets and gets
better average fpr95 than Scale-Aware Triplet [37]. Note
that, all of those compared descriptors are extracted with
deeper networks. KSP [32] still achieves the best performance, however it takes more space and time for feature
extraction.
The comparison among binary descriptors shows that, 128bit CDbin(5-128) outperforms the other binary descriptors by
large margins, including the D-BRIEF [21], BinBoost [23],
RFD [40], and Binary L2-NET [19]. With a larger feature
size, 256-bit CDbin(4-256) and CDbin(5-256) further boost the
performance of CDbin(5-128). CDbin(5-256) also outperforms
the 128-dimensional DeepDesc [13], which is a real-valued
descriptor generated by a deeper CNN. We also present the
ROC curves of CDbin(5-256) and several compared descriptors in Fig. 9, which also indicates that CDbin is a powerful
binary descriptor.
The above experimental comparisons also show that, deep
descriptors trained with supervised learning commonly perform better than the ones trained with unsupervised learning.
For example, Deepbit [15] and DBD-MQ [11] are extracted
with 16-layer CNNs using unsupervised learning. However,
they perform worse than L2-NET and our CDbin learned by
shallower CNNs in supervised learning. Note that, the training labels in local descriptor datasets can be automatically
inferred, e.g., with the way of training data generation in
HPatches dataset [35] and Brown dataset [36]. Therefore, it is
reasonable to use supervised learning for deep local descriptor
generation.

3) Comparison on Oxford5k, Paris6k and INRIA Holidays:
We further conduct experiments on image retrieval task. Following the settings in [20], for each image in the dataset,
we first extract Hessian-affine regions [41], then extract a
descriptor from each region. K-means with approximate nearest neighbor [42] is used to learn a 1 million visual vocabulary.
For fair comparison, we use the visual vocabulary learned
on Oxford5k for testing on Paris6k and vice versa. For
INRIA Holidays, we build a 200k visual vocabulary on an
independent Flick1M dataset referring to [43]. All descriptors
of a testing image are assigned to their nearest visual words,
leading to a Bag-of-visual Words (BoWs) [44] representation,
which can be efficiently indexed and retrieved with inverted
file. Spatial Verification (SV) [16] is further applied to re-rank
and refine the search results. Note that, we conduct the binary
descriptor quantization and clustering with Hamming distance,
which can be accelerated with bit-wise operations. Comparisons on three datasets are presented in Table VII and VIII,
respectively.
Table VII shows that, CNN based descriptors, i.e., L2-NET,
HardNet, 256-dim CDbin perform substantially better than
hand-crafted descriptors on Oxford5K and Paris6K. Among
CNN based descriptors, CDbin shows competitive performance, e.g., it gets mAP of 69.4% on Oxford5k with spatial
verification, better than the 68.8% of HardNet. We observe
similar conclusion on INRIA Holidays dataset. As shown
in Table VIII, CDbin(5-256) outperforms both the recent CNN
features and hand-crafted features. Binary CDbin performs
worse than its floating point version due to more compact
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Fig. 9. ROC curves of CDbin(5-256) and other binary descriptors on Brown. We use ND, YOS, LIB to denote Notredame, Yosemite, and Liberty respectively.
Best viewed in color.

TABLE VII
I MAGE R ETRIEVAL P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON W ITH O THER
D ESCRIPTORS ON Oxford5k AND Paris6k

TABLE VIII
I MAGE R ETRIEVAL P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON W ITH
O THER DESCRIPTORS ON INRIA Holidays

representation and large quantization error in vocabulary generation. However, it still achieves comparable performance
with real-valued descriptors like RootSIFT and TFeat-M.
G. Computational Time and Space
Besides showing high discriminative power, CDbin is
expected to be efficient for extraction and matching.

Therefore, we test several binary descriptors and compare their
efficiency for feature extraction. The compared descriptors
include CDbin, Deepbit [15], L2-NET [19], and KSP [32].
We test Deepbit [15] and L2-NET [19] with codes provided
by their authors and run the experiments on the same GPU.
We use the same version of PyTorch for all networks. Table IX
summarizes the comparison, where the extraction time of
SIFT computed on CPU is also presented as a baseline.
HardNet [20], DOAP [31], and SATriplet [37] use the same
network structure of L2-NET. They show similar time and
space complexity with L2-NET. KSP [32] uses the same
network structure of L2-NET, but needs extra computations
to finish SVD for feature extraction. In Table IX, our method
show the best efficiency, i.e., only takes 0.0532 ms to extract
a descriptor, significantly faster than Deepbit, which is implemented with the VGG16 network [30]. CDbin is also faster
than the L2-NET [19], which is extracted with a 7-layer
network. Compared with Deepbit and L2-NET, CDbin is
generated by a smaller network, hence it can be further
accelerated by GPU using a larger batch size. Being able to be
parallelly computed on GPU, CDbin is also faster than SIFT.
We also compare the memory space needed for feature
extraction in Table IX. We can see that, CDbin takes less
memory for feature extraction with a batch size of 1024.
With the same batch size, L2-Net requires more space than
CDbin because it involves more convolutional layers. With
better discriminative power than L2-NET, CDbin(4-256) saves
about 1377.2 − 715.54 = 661.66 MB memory. Even using a
smaller batch size of 32, Deepbit takes significantly larger
space, i.e., 11249.1 MB. Therefore, we can conclude that
CDbin is efficient for extraction and matching.
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TABLE IX
C OMPARISON OF F EATURE E XTRACTION T IME AND S PACE . T HE AVERAGE T IME FOR E XTRACTING O NE D ESCRIPTOR I S P RESENTED

V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents CDbin, a compact binary descriptor
extracted with a shallow neural network. To ensure the compactness and discriminative power of CDbin, we propose to
use four complementary loss functions to train the neural
network, i.e., 1) triplet loss computed between image patches
to ensure discriminative power, 2) quantization loss to decrease
quantization error, 3) correlation loss computed among different binary bits to ensure feature compactness, and 4) evendistribution loss computed on each binary bit to enrich the
embedded information.
Our experiments show that a shallow network is capable
of learning discriminative and compact local descriptors. The
proposed four loss functions effectively boost the CDbin performance. CDbin substantially outperforms the 256-bit ORB
and 1024-bit SIFT. Although generated by a shallow CNN,
CDbin also outperforms several recent descriptors generated
by deeper CNNs. Most of existing local descriptors are
extracted with deep neural networks. This work demonstrates
the rationality of using shallow network for local descriptors
extraction. Our future work would further investigate local
descriptor extraction with compact and compressed CNN
structures.
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